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Abstract
The decoupling of fossil fuels from economic growth has not been imaginable
for most of the industrial era but is now underway. The data for this are presented for the world and for typical nations. The mechanisms behind this are
outlined and suggest that climate change goals to end poverty and to achieve
the phasing out of fossil fuels are achievable if the trends are mainstreamed.
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1. Introduction
In 2015/16 the world’s governments committed to two core sets of goals for the
future: the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) and the Paris Agreement on
Climate Change action which essentially aims to phase out fossil fuels by 2100
and 80% by 2050. Inherent in the achievement of the SDG’s is the need for economic growth, especially in the dominant SDG1 “End poverty in all its forms
everywhere”. Yet in the past this has led to increases in fossil fuels and hence
greenhouse emissions. Are the SDG’s therefore inherently in conflict with the
need for climate change action? Or can the world achieve decoupling of economic growth from fossil fuels and greenhouse gases?
For some these two sets of goals are incompatible as GDP and fossil fuels,
hence greenhouse gases or GHG, have been totally coupled for over a hundred
years so climate change action can only be achieved by degrowth [1]. For others,
especially the UNEP and IPCC, who are more positive about sustainable development achieving economic and environmental goals together, the agenda of
decoupling GHG and GDP is critical [2] [3].

2. Methods
The data for wealth and economic growth are from the World Bank [4] and
GHG are from the International Energy Agency [5]. GDP and GNI are very simDOI: 10.4236/me.2017.86055 June 6, 2017
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ilar measurements of economic growth and GNI was chosen due to greater
availability. They are standardized to a date back in the 1990’s where it is possible to show how growth rates begin to separate out and indicate the level of decoupling.

3. Evidence
In 2016 the International Energy Agency announced that the world had
changed. For the first time in hundreds of years the world was producing less
greenhouse emissions than the year before without this being caused by an economic crisis [5]. In 2015 the amount of GHG emitted to the world’s atmosphere
decreased by around 0.5% whilst economic growth continued at more than 3%.
A few scientists had predicted this but mostly the fossil fuel lobby had been in
complete denial over its possibility [6].
Figure 1 shows that for the first time the industrial world was producing
wealth without this meaning more fossil fuels and more emissions. Despite its
huge implications for a world that has faced down the global climate issue for
decades without much good news, the world’s media were virtually silent. Perhaps this was because the EIA (from the US Government Energy Information
Administration) were more sanguine predicting a continued growth in GHG of
1%, though their data were only up to 2012 and in reality, they did not consider
the possibility of major changes often picked up by groups such as Carbon
Tracker [7] [8]. Indeed, Carbon Tracker has shown that the new trends in GHG
are following the kind of projections made by the IPCC’s carbon emissions targets much more closely than any other conservative projections.
The decoupling of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from wealth (usually
measured as GDP or GNI, gross national income) has been a UN agenda for

Figure 1. Growth in wealth with plateau and decline in greenhouse emissions. Source: [4]
[5].
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several decades [2] [3]. The first signs of decoupling began in the 1990’s as Figure 1 indicates and their trajectories have been separating out quite rapidly for
most of the 21st century. For many commentators and scientists, such as the
IPCC, this relative decoupling was not significant enough for a world needing
less total GHG until the actual decline in global emissions began. Now we appear
to have reached a point where this can be seen in a peak in global greenhouse
emissions. We now have absolute decoupling for the first time.

3.1. Understanding the Causes
The simplest explanation for decoupling is to see the mathematical relationship
between GHG and GDP as:
=
GHG GDP GHG Energy × Energy GDP

GHG/Energy is called the carbon intensity and Energy/GDP is called the
energy intensity. GHG/GDP will lower as the national carbon intensity decreases
from greater use of renewables and natural gas; energy intensity will decrease as
energy efficiency increases. Thus the increased use of renewables and the increased energy efficiency result in a relative decoupling of GHG from wealth.
This relative decoupling was set as the basis for many national goals rather than
seeking actual absolute reductions in GHG, especially if the countries were
growing fast economically (like China and India) and were expected to have low
but rapidly expanding GHG. This was seen by coal companies as the reason why
coal consumption would continue to rise [9] [10].
This paper will show some of the rationale for why this is happening faster
than expected but in particular that it is being driven by the world’s cities. Because cities are rapidly growing we can expect decoupling will continue to rapidly phase out the world’s dependence on fossil fuels and continue its goals in
ending poverty.
Figure 1 shows that Gross National Income (a way of measuring global
wealth) has decoupled from greenhouse gas emissions. The notion of decoupling
is based on the same idea as the economic theory of Environmental Kuznets
Curves (EKC) which shows that as wealth grows people begin to choose environmental quality increasingly once their basic needs have been met. Decoupling
is however happening earlier than expected in many parts of the world and indicates that there is more to this process than just simply getting wealthier. Perhaps one very key finding by a 2012 ADB report [11] is that the EKC was related
to how quickly urbanization is happening as it is in cities that the phenomenon
is most easily observed.
In Figure 2 we have begun to breakdown the GHG into its main components
by looking at consumption of coal and oil which are the largest causes of GHG.
The spurt in global coal growth in recent times was mostly due to China but
as can be seen in Figure 3 that era is over and China declined in its coal consumption in 2015 for the first time. Oil has also begun to plateau in China. The
driving forces behind this will be outlined later but it is important to see that the
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Figure 2. Global growth in wealth with consumption of coal and oil. Source: [4] [5].

Figure 3. Decoupling wealth from coal and oil in Australia. Source: [4] [5].

growth in China’s economy is no longer dependent on growth in fossil fuels;
they are phasing out and yet China is becoming wealthier.
Indeed it is important to see that the reduction in GHG has occurred after an
extraordinary 15 years of economic growth that took China out of its extreme
poverty. The global Millenium Goals that were agreed to by the world’s nations
in 2000 for the period up to 2015 focused on how development could halve extreme poverty—defined as being less than $1.25 per day. Across the developing
world people living in extreme poverty declined from 47% to 22% between 1990
and 2010—achieving the Millenium Goal 5 years ahead of time [12]. This was
mostly due to rapid declines in extreme poverty in China and India with some
improvement in Africa. This process has taken around 1 billion people out of
794
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extreme poverty in a 15 year period.
It is also important to see that the rapid decline in poverty has mostly occurred within cities and that the extremely rapid urbanization in China (and
now in India and Africa) is what fuels this dramatic change. It also clear that
there was not as much concern in this rapid urbanization in the emerging
world’s cities for achieving fossil fuel and GHG reductions; these cities were and
are focusing on ending poverty. But the new trend in China which decoupling is
now underway provides great hope that the process will now spread to the whole
emerging world. China is probably going to show the way to decouple rapidly as
they invested $90 billion in renewables in 2015 (more than 60% of their investment in energy) so much of their continuing growth will be based around solar
and wind rather than the fossil fuel-based economic growth of the past 15 years.
The data on developed nations below show that decoupling can be anticipated in
all elements of economic growth as GHG decoupling has set in.
The big question for the world is whether this process of absolute decoupling
is likely to continue in places like China and India and Africa as they develop. In
Figures 3-6 we have presented the data on decoupling for Australia, China,
Denmark and the United States to show that the extent of absolute decoupling is
now considerable and this indicates that the global decoupling process is likely
to continue.
The largest decoupling is in Denmark, where the absolute decoupling began
back in 1994 and has continued since, with coal and oil in significant decline
without impacting on their overall growth in wealth. The US and Australia are
following this pattern though not as spectacularly as Denmark. Most European
nations have similar trajectories to Denmark.
The EIA data in Figure 7 on China and the US, which stops in 2012 and so is
not as clear in recent times about absolute decoupling, is certainly showing the
sources of the decoupling. The reduction in the ratio of GHG over GDP in-

Figure 4. Decoupling wealth from coal and oil in China. Source: [4] [5].
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Figure 5. Decoupling wealth from coal and oil in Denmark. Source: [4] [5].

Figure 6. Decoupling wealth from coal and oil in the United States. Source: [4] [5].

Figure 7. Decoupling GHG from wealth in China and the US showing how rapidly China
began reducing GHG per unit of GDP. Source: [7].
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cludes both energy efficiency and growth in renewables leading to a decoupling
of GHG and GDP of around 60% over 22 years in China and nearly 50% in the
US. Similar data is available on India, the fourth largest emitter of GHG, and
they have made very significant commitments to solar and to electric rail as well
as energy efficiency that could lead to their absolute decoupling well before EKC
theory would have predicted [13].
Although many would not want to say that the battle is over, there is no doubt
that the era of fossil fuel dependence is ending. It obviously needs to keep going
and gain exponential decline momentum. Our book is written to help with that
momentum through the powerful forces of change that are potentially available
in our cities.

3.2. Causes of Decoupling
The three primary sources of change are government, business and the community [14]. Each of these play a part in any change and will be briefly outlined
here before showing how the power of cities to bring these together is what is really driving the world to decouple from fossil fuels.
3.2.1. Government
The Paris agreement in December 2015 (COP21) was an historic accord signed
by 196 nations. It was significantly easier for the nations of the world to sign
than in Copenhagen in 2009 (COP15) as the world could now see that the
changes being required on them were already underway without causing a decline in wealth generation, as outlined above in Figure 1 and in national data.
Nevertheless it was a significant achievement and a lot of lobbying and government activity was required to demonstrate that it was now possible to commit more heavily to the journey of removing fossil fuel-based economies 100%
by 2100. The follow-up commitments began in New York in April 2016 with a
signing by 175 nations to ensure that climate change is “well below” the 2 degrees’ limit accepted by the world’s scientists. Each country must now deliver the
ratification from their parliaments and begin the adoption of annual goals that
are meant to be ratcheted up whenever the country feels able to do so.
The role of government in providing regulations and infrastructure to enable
higher energy efficiency and low carbon electricity, fuels, appliances, buildings
and vehicles has been a driver of change over the past 30 years. This process is
usually one of being a small step ahead and pushing the system to produce a
better low carbon outcome without too much cost or change. However it is
possible, that disruptive innovations will begin to take over markets much
quicker than governments have allowed for. In our view the emergence of solar
and battery storage is likely to rapidly displace coal and the reduction of car dependence and electrification of transport is likely to rapidly displace oil. This
process will depend on whether business and the community can see the
changes emerging and accept that new fossil fuel-free goals are achievable in
their cities and towns and how they can use the opportunity to ride this new
economic wave rather than try to prevent the change.
797
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3.2.2. Business
There is a lot of evidence that the next area of growth for business is the green
economy and that there are large groups of businesses partially or totally funding green innovation, products and services as the basis of their future [15].
The most significant driver in the 21st century leading to the removal of coal
(and gas) for electricity production has been investment in renewables. As
shown in Figure 8 below there was a point around 2004 when investment in renewables by the world’s bankers and financiers outstripped fossil fuel-based
power investment. In the most recent data from Bloomberg New Energy Finance
the investment ratio is now 2:1 in favour of renewables.
Business has often been seen to have very short term goals of a year or so in
terms of their strategic plans for market gains. But investors from the financial
community look to see how they will make profits right through the lending period which is usually 20 years. When governments are debating the world’s
scientists about how quickly they can remove fossil fuels from the market place,
then it is easy to see why they would not want to invest in potential stranded assets like coal-fired power stations when other options that governments and
scientists want to see, are available.
In the US in the past 5 to 8 years the phasing out of coal was made easier by
the availability of natural gas. At the same time dramatic growth in solar and
wind power was underway and now it is possible to see how the natural gas limits are being reached as renewables becomes the fuel of choice [17]. The combination of these two forces led to the collapse of coal consumption in the US and
decline and fall of the largest coal company Peabody with many stranded assets.
In Australia a similar process has been underway with gas as the preferred option over coal but in the past 5 years the dramatic growth in rooftop solar has
created a significant market that was not considered likely for decades. 1.5 million homes purchased roof top solar in 5 years without any real subsidies like
feed-in tariffs and in Perth this reached 25% of households. The 550 MW produced is the largest power station in Western Australia and has led to the Minis-

Figure 8. Investment in coal and gas for power vs renewables, 2004-2015.Source: [16].
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ter Energy saying growth will inevitably reach 70% of households by 2020 and
the utilities will never again need to purchase a coal or gas-fired power station
[18].
The implications for the cities and towns in Western Australia for how they
manage a potentially carbon-free power future in the next decade are a journey
they were not prepared for. Fossil fuel-based power stations are now likely to be
stranded assets and the key questions are about how battery storage can make
this transition seamless for business and households and how it can enable the
electricity grid to be maintained as a way of equitably distributing solar electricity. This is likely to be different in different parts of the city as well as in different
types of settlements in rural and remote locations, as will be discussed later.
3.2.3. Community
The reasons why Perth grew so rapidly in adoption of solar include factors like
easy access to Chinese mass produced PV cells (and now batteries) and the high
price of electricity, but mostly it was driven by the community. In the 8 years
from 2008 there was a significant economic boom in Western Australia when
the rest of the world was frantically adapting to the GFC. For a period Perth became the wealthiest city in the world and the new money was flooding into
many household bank accounts. Many chose to put it into a rooftop solar system
because of their interest in long term sustainability (over 80% of the community
want to see action on climate change) as well as having an investment that would
pay for itself in 5 years.
Community values can easily be underestimated when facing the future and
the need to address complex matters like climate change. The majority of this
rooftop solar has gone into the outer suburbs which in Australia are generally
less wealthy though they often have bigger homes with bigger roofs and bigger
power bills [19]. The inner suburbs are much higher socio-economically and
have higher green intentions but in reality it was the outer suburbs who have
made the majority of the investment in solar. It indicates that the mechanisms
for decoupling economic growth and fossil fuels will vary between cities and
within cities [20].

3.3. What about Oil?
The reduction in consumption of oil is another example of how cities have begun to drive the change to remove fossil fuels at a faster rate than many anticipated. It also is a combination of government, business and the community.
The collapse in oil price as well as the collapse in coal price appears to be due
to demand issues as well as supply issues. Demand for coal will continue to drop
as renewables takes over; especially as battery storage becomes cheap. Demand
for oil is expected to decline as vehicle fleets are electrified; however it has already gone down despite there being only a few percent of electric vehicles. The
reason why this has happened appears to be a city issue: for the past 150 years cities have been moving out as they have followed first trains and trams then automobiles, but now they are coming back in [21].
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Our work on cities has shown that there is an exponential relationship between urban density and car use/fuel use as in Figure 9.
If cities have begun to increase in density rather than decrease then they will
drop down the steep curve quite quickly creating exponential decline in car use.
This is what we are now seeing in all the world’s developed cities and the phenomenon is being called ‘peak car’ as car use per capita has peaked and is in decline. Indeed it is very similar to the decoupling phenomenon described above.
Many cities are now seeing that their economic growth is dependent on them
reducing their car use. Hence cities like Washington DC and Portland, Oregon
have demonstrated that their wealth is decoupling from car use (Figure 10).
It should be no surprise that this strong decoupling is associated with cities
that have invested in good urban rail systems in recent decades. The decoupling
is closely associated with this as our data also shows that urban traffic is slowing
in all the world’s cities and urban rail is now able to outcompete cars as they can
go around, over or under the traffic [21].
Governments play a big part in generating this transition as they are needed to
help plan, though not necessarily finance, such large scale infrastructure. However business and community are also critical as they are responding to a new
economic process associated with the knowledge economy. Many businesses that
are part of the new innovation economy are locating in city centres where they
can have creative face-to-face contact with people from various backgrounds and
professions [22] [23]. These new jobs are generally for the young Millenials and
also older wealthier professionals. As a result they are the backbone of the social
movement that has rediscovered inner and central city living. The market demand for dense urbanism that is not car dependent has therefore grown dramatically in the 21st century city.

Figure 9. The exponential relationship between urban density and transport fuel use.
Source: [21].
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Figure 10. The exponential relationship between urban density and transport fuel use.
Source: [21].

In more recent work the same phenomenon of peak car has been found in
Shanghai and Beijing which are now carrying 8 and 9 million passengers a day
on their new Metro systems enabling a significant reduction in the relative use of
cars [24]. The rapid change into decoupling growth in wealth from growth in car
use is happening in emerging cities because they have the urban fabric that is not
suited to large scale growth in car use. The building of 81 electric urban rail systems in Chinese cities and 52 in Indian cities is indicative of how the switch
away from oil is happening before many expected.

3.4. The Future
A range of fossil fuel demand forecasts and the forecast just for renewables are
set out in Figure 11. The nine organizations they used include the main fossil
fuel companies and the main government-based forecasting bodies of the IEA
and the EIA. The average growth from 2015 to 2050 is 580 EJ to 850 EJ with the
oil companies suggesting well above these forecasts. The average for renewables
801
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Figure 11. Global energy and renewable energy forecasts to 2050 from various sources.
Source: [18].

goes from 80 EJ to 200 EJ with the fossil fuel companies suggesting much less
than this.
What this suggests is that based on historical trends global energy demand is
forecast simply to grow in line with global population growth and growth in
GDP. Owing to this, fossil fuel companies predict that due to the continued forecasted rise of energy consumption, their products will meet the majority of this
demand with a small though growing proportion of renewables. This is business
as usual. However, this paper has shown that decoupling of fossil fuel energy
from GDP has become firmly established and is being driven by cities from
across the world. What if the trends are setting in to be significantly faster than
most of these forecasts dare to suggest?
What could happen if we took seriously the kind of disruptive innovations in
our cities that are likely to lead to rapid decline in fossil fuels and rapid growth
in renewables? In order to separate out the components of GHG growth we have
used the Kaye simplification (based on the old Paul Ehrlich simplification of
Impact being a combination population, resource consumption per capita and
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technology efficiency per unit of resource consumption):

GHG = carbon intensity per unit of energy ( GHG Energy )
× energy intensity per unit of wealth ( Energy GDP )
× wealth per capita ( GDP populatio n ) × population
The carbon intensity of energy is going down globally and will increase rapidly as renewables increases its proportion. The decoupling of energy from wealth
has been increasing with a 35% decoupling between 1990 and 2015 and from the
above diagrams this will grow even more rapidly as the two separate out. Wealth
per capita is likely to continue its gradual growth and population growth is predicted to continue but slow. The interactions between all these factors are complex for example urban population growth will help propel the economic
processes that enable solar adoption and urban regeneration as well as being a
factor in creating more GHG until these processes enable the phase out.
The scenario considered most feasible will be something like the IPCC goal of
80% less GHG by 2050 as in Figure 12.

4. Conclusion
The end of fossil fuel dependence is hard to imagine but it is getting easier because the trends show it is underway. This paper has shown the kind of exponential growth in renewables and decline in fossil fuels that we have just started
to see could in fact decouple economic growth from fossil fuels much more rapidly than most have forecasted. The continuation of these trends will require a
combination of different forms of solar-based power, different forms of electric
transport and different forms of urban fabric. Most of this will be in cities. Government, business and the community will drive it in different ways in different
parts of cities.

Figure 12. Global energy and renewable energy forecasts to 2050 from various sources.
Source: [21].
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